-The H itchcock House F und appreciated in value by nine cents over the course of the quarter.
You can pick up your share of the profit, one eleventh of a penny, from Sam Spiegel in Room
432. You are entitled to raise a ruckus if he refuses to comply.
-Actually, you should raise a silent pantomime of a ruckus, as 24-hour quiet hours have
commenced.
-The M ezuzahs of two students were vandalized over the course of the past several weeks. If
you know anything about this, talk to the R Hs.
-Be on the lookout for I ron C hef: Bitchcock coming soon to a kitchen near you! Talk to Steven
L aRue for more information.
-If you are female and interested in playing indoor soccer next quarter, talk to E lizabeth L ee. If
there isn’t enough interest, we may not be able to field a coed team.
-Ice Skating on the M idway is now open. There will likely be a House Trip sometime at the
beginning of next quarter.
-C hocolate Lovers Study B reak this coming Wednesday. Sans lovers.
-The Green Room will spontaneously become festive on Tuesday night as part of Jordan
Phillips’ nefarious plans to bring seasonal cheer to Hitchcock.
-The people rose up in revolt against the perennially absent A aron Space and elected L evi
Foster to the position of Interim A t L arge Representative. This actually happened two weeks
ago, but I forgot to include it in the last minutes.
-Demonstrating a flagrant disregard for Constitutional precedent, Jorgen Harris unilaterally
appointed DJ LoB raico to the position of Interim G uy who makes sure B ryce L anham
doesn’t break shit in the G reen Room after the incumbent, B ryce L anham, was ousted due to
a conflict of interest.
-Rod Blagojevich will be at the University Bookstore Tuesday afternoon at 2PM for a book
signing. Don’t expect to get a free copy of the book, which in the immortal words of Mr.
Blagojevich himself, “is a fucking valuable thing, you just don’t give it away for nothing.”

